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POST-WINTER DANCE RAIN HINDERS PREUM.
GAY AND COLORFUL SPRING INSPECT!

19

IX SENIORS OFFERED TALK PRESENTED BY LECTURES ON PAVING
JORS WITH SOU, BELL G.E, REPRESENTATIVE GIVEN CIVILSTUDENTS

AH Dancers Presented With Though Unable to Parade, Ca- Representatives Pick Callaham,
Progress in Electrical Engin- W. F. Barker Presents Lectures
Caps and Confetti
dets Make Good Impression
Anderson, Martin, Poe, McLeod and Sander

eering

on Modern Methods
The Post-Winter Prom, sponsored
The annual preliminary spring inOn the night of February 26,
by the Senior Class, was staged at spection of the corps of cadets here
A short course covering design
Each year a number of .the grad- Mr. John Liston, of the General
Clemson in the big gymnasium last was held on February 26 and 27
and
construction of concrete paveuating electrical seniors are offered Electric Publicity Department, ScheFriday evening when the Tigers fell by Major Duvall. This is the first
positions with the Southern Bell nectady, N. Y. gav an interesting ments was held here on Monday
in line to the splendid jazz fur- inspection that has been held under
c
and Tuesday evenings. The couTse
Telephone Company. This offer is illustrated .talk
to
the electrical was conducted by Mr. W. E. Barnished by the Carolina Buccaneers. the regime of the new commandant.
made to a senior only after repre- Juniors and Seniors.
Mr. Liston
The Post-Winter Prom this year was Colonel F. L. Munson.
sentatives of the company have as- is sent out each year by his com- ker, of Chicago, in the assembly
undoubtedly one of the best dances
ail on the third fioor of Riggs
Unfortunately, however, the corps sured themselves that the student is
pany to show and explain to col- hall.
.that have been gtven at Clemson was handicapped by the inclement
Sessions began at 7 o'clock
outstanding in personality and ini lege men some of the present day
this year. Some of the fairest of the weather which prevented the givtegrity; therefore, it is no small inventions and problems of electric- -.nd were continued for approxiSouthland were there, for there wer«- ing of any of the parades and rehonor to be one of the number se- ity, and to interest graduating men mately three hours.
girls galore, dressed in all colors of views that had
Monday evening was devoted to
been
previously lected.
in his company.
the rainbow.
the discussion of the
design of
planned and looked
forward to.
The
men
offered
positions
this
The big gym was very attractively Nevertheless, not to be out done,
The subject of his lecture was pavement, taking up width,, thickyear are: J. F. Callaham, C. R.
decorated in a red and white color the cadets offset Lhe odds in an
"The
Recent Developments ana ness, exxpansion and contraction,
Martin, L. Anderson, H. D. Poe,
scheme which was not overly elab- admirable manner with spotlew
Progress in Electrical Engineering''. crowns, sidewalks coloring, etc.
J. B. McLeod, and L.. F. Sander.
orate, but very effective. Overhea 1 rooms, military bearing and appearMT. Liston is well informed on this
On Tuesday the period was dividCallaham, Martin, Anderson and
streamers were hung in five low ances, and correct saluting.
The Poe will have their headquarters in subject, having just recently writ- ed to construction and maintenance
arcs, these streamers being continued concensus of opinion of the corps
ten an important publication on it. of pavements. There was a discusAtlanta, while McLeod and Sander
down along the walls to the floor. expressed regret that the parades
The electrical profession, which js> sion of materials mixing, reinforcgo to the Philadelphia, Pa. division.
Four large lights shaded in red and could not be given, for the corps
the newest and has probably tho ing, finishing, tests, patching, etc.,
white were hung below tihe streamers was intending to show Colonel Munlargest field of opportunity of any also.
with smaller lights of the name ly does look like when it swings
other he explained in a very inArrangements for this course
shade above them. As a finishing son what the Clemson corps actualteresting and entertaining manner. were made by Prof. E. L. Clarke,
touch palms served as an embellish'- into action.
He gave detailed descriptions, made of the civil
engineering division,
ment around the orchestra.
more realistic by a number of slide who extended an invitation to every
c
B,ut the inexorable ute decreed
During the course of the dance
illustrations, of some of the more one interested in concrete paving to
otherwise, and the corps had to be
there were five no-'break dances;
unusual and
important
develop- attend the meetings.
No charge
content with a proficient acquittal
these were beautiful waltzes danced
ments.
was
made
for
the
course.
The
Alt
eyes
were
focused
on
our
naof itself in the various lines minus
while the lights were low, adding
Talks such as these, made by men meetings were well attended by stuthat of the parade. The impression tional capital Monday when Herbert
much romance and enjoyment to the
made was excellent, and Clemson Hover and Charles Curtis took over who are in the profession and have dents and others who were interdance.
is expected to -ank ..among the fore- the rein- of our govei ->ment. Al- first hand knowledge of their sub- ested in this line of work, particuTie Buccaneers proved to be plenty
most R. O. T. C. units of the na- though weather conditions were un- jects, give the students who are on larly those taking courses in civil
good and hot, offering a varied and
favorable, thousands poured into the verge of going out into the enginecri-i". ,
tion.
excellent program. Everyone present
Washington for the occasion. A world of endeavor a real appreciawas zealous in their praise of the
they are up
number of prominent South Caro tion of the things
orchestra and the music it furnished
linians were present among them against, and are therefore of great
It is to be hoped they will return
interest and importance .to then..
being Governor John G. Richards.
for another engagement in the near
Plans for the actual inauguration
future.
were simple but impressive.
The
The following girls attended the
Senate chamber, where Curtis was
dance as guests of cadets: MIES Jean
sworn in as vice-president, was openRev. John K. Goode, v,ho is at
Ingram of Anniston, Ala., with Cadet.
ed at 11 o'clock.
Former Vice
present residing as paster of the
C.
Weston
Goode,
a
former
ClemHarrold Mayer; Miss Mary Caldpresident Dawes administered the
Salem Baptist church of Salem,. Va.,
well of Augusta, with Cadet Frank son college student, on last Mon- oath to Senator Curtis, after which
will arrive at Clemson College soon
day
received
ihis
commission
as
secGaines; Miss Grace Harrison with
he made his farewell address.
to fill the vacancy left by Rev.
Cadet R. M. Hall; Miss Helen Rob- ond lieutenant in the United States
At the conclusion of the ceremoMr. Bryant. The new pastor will
air
corps
at
the
Advanced
Flying
inson of Basley, with Cadet W. A.
nies in the Senate, Coolidge and Clemson Cagers Rally in Sec- take up his duties April the first.
Seybt; Miss Wallace Anthony of School at Kelly Field,, San Anto- Hoover were escorted to the Presiond Half to Down Tech's
Mr. Goode is formerly of Columbia,
Greenville, with Cadet " Ratty" Da- nio, Texas. Lieutenant Goode, who dent's room, where Coolidge attendChances
S. C. and therefore will not be a
is
23
years
of
age,
is
the
son
of
vidson; Miss Jenrose Pressley of Abed to last minute business. From
stranger to a great many of the
the
Rev.
and
Mrs.
John
K.
Goode,
beville, with Cadet "Son" Pitts; Miss
there they were escorted to the incadets.
Frances Getzer of Augusta, with Ca- Salem, Va. The young aviator en- augural stand on the plaza of the
Clemson College cagemen went to
tered
training
at
the
primary
Flydet "Whit" Jones; Miss Mary BillCapitol. There William Howard Tatf, the highest heights
last Friday
son of Augusta, with Cadet Jimmy ing school at Brooks Field, San An- chief justice of the United States,
night when they staged a wondertonio,
on
March
1,
192S.
ComDyess; Miss Margie Leyerette of An,
performed a brief ceremony and Her- ful second half rally and defeated
derson, with Ch9et George Speed: pleting the course there, he waa bert Hoover became- the thirty-first
the favored Georgia Tech Yellow
Miss Sarah Lou Dunlap of Anderson, advanced to the school at Kelly chief executive of the United States.
Jackets by a score of 30 to 26, in
Field,
November
1,
where
he
specwith Cadet S. B. Harper;
Miss
After delivering his inaugural ad- the first day's work of the Southern
ialized
in
pursuit
plane
work.
Be'Net" MicHugh of the campus with
ress he returned to the White House Conference basketball tourney at
In Second Day of Tournament
Cadet Charlie Lewis; Miss Frances side his commission, Lieutenant as its master.
Atlanta.
Prior to this defeat the
Goode
becomes
a
qualified
army
piWilson of Anderson, with Cadet
Clemson Loses to N. C.
A very attractive parade was part Techmen were chosen by many as
"B,ot>" Jones; Miss Anne Sylvester lot and holds a transport commer- of the day's celebration. A proces- probable champions. However, the
State
of Augusta, with Cadet John Cohen; cial license. He will be stationed sion which required two hours to offensive work of Thomas, the dimat
Langley
Field,
Virginia,
for
the
Miss "Scotty" Johnston of, Charlotte,
pass and included approximately inuative Tiger forward, with the unClemson championship hopes vanwith Cadet Lonnie Reese; Miss ' Dot" ensuing year.
10,0 0 0 persons particiated in the failing support of his team mates ished when the Yellow Peril met
Cannon of Spartanburg with Cadet
affair.
Upwards of one hundred proved that the power of the Cody- defeat at the hands of the powerful
Hamish Turner; Miss Betty Hill of
airplanes and the ,dirigible Los An- men had been grossly underesti- North Carolina State Wolf-pack in
Augusta, with Cadet "Ed" Mulherin;
geles were aloft ih celebrating the mated.
the second day of the S. I. C. cage
Miss "Lib" Simms of Spartanburg
occasion.
At the close of the first period tournament. The 31 to 2 8 victory
with Cadet Jim Welch; Miss Helen
Now that
the | inauguration is the Georgians were leading 20 to was largely due to the excessive
Thomas of Rock Hill with Cadet
history ,the nation will watch with 14,, but the loss of Hudson, Tech fouling of the Tigers in their at'Strawberry" Youngblood; Miss Eminterest the new phases of political center, and the determined spirit of tempt to control Goodwin, the powily Lowner of Cornelia, Ga. with
activity .that will develop. Hoover the Tigers were utilized to turn erful Tar Heel center.
Cadet B. V. Cornwall; Miss Dolly
The Woman's Club of Clemson is rather different trim Coolidge in the tide. In the estimation of the
Thomas and Crain again led the
Hargis of Atlanta, with Cadet H. College will present an exhibit of his personal outlook on things
Atlanta fans and papers the Clem- Tiger offense, while Johnson, the
L. Jackson; Miss Hattie Miller of American Pottery at the 'Y", Mon- economic and political; in fundasonites outplayed and outfought the fleet Wolfpack guard, led his team
Laurens, with Cadet "Goat" McMil- day, March 11th from 3 to 6 P. M. mental political principles this adJackets in every phase of the game. in scoring.
lan; Miss Emilie Bach of Brenau
This exhibit will include pottery ministration will be Very similar to
Lineup:
The lineup:
College, with Cadet J. A. Keith; Miss from Doull, New York; College of the last. After all.L far more deClemson (28) Pos. N C. State(31)
Helen Marrow of Brenau College Mines, North Dakota; Rookwood, pends upon Congress'than upon the Clemson 30)
Pos. Ga. Tech (26) Odell (4)
Young (8)
F.
with Cadet J. H. Justus; Miiss Mar- Cincinnati;
Overbeck,
Indiana: chief executive.
Hoover and Cur- Odell ( 2)
F.
Heeke(0> Hewitt (3)
Macon (0)
F.
gie Phillips of Columbia with Cadet Southern Mountain, Indiana; Pue- tis are both self-made men and are Thomas (10)
Wilson (4) Thomas (9)
F.
Haar (4)
F.
Charlie Jackson; Miss Claire Thorn- blos; Pewabic, Detroit; Van Briggle, born leaders. The question left in Hewitt (2)
Coker (8) Crain (7)
F.
Wrigiht(O)
C.
ton of Hartwell, Ga., with Cadet Colorado Springs; Teco, Illinois: the minds of thousands is what Grain (8)
Goodwin (9)
Hudson (-8) Woodruff (0)
C.
C.
Joe McLeskey; Miss "Jo" Thornton Omar Khayan, North Carolina, and they can accomplish with a first- Lester (6)
Wages (7) Lester (4)
G.
Johnson (10)
G.
of Hartwell, Ga., with Cadet Odell many others.
Maree(O) Jones (1)
Warren (0)
class business Imagination and with Jones (2)
G.
G.
(Continued on page 5)
An invitation is extended to all. a first—class driving management.
Referee—Thorpe.
Referee—Suttos.

HOOVER THIRTY-FIRST
PRESIDENT OF U. S.

FORMER CLEMSON BOY
AIR CORPS OFFICER

TIGERS UPSET DOPE
AND WHIP GA. TEGH,

NEW PASTOR FOR
BAPTISTSHERE SOON

N.G. STATE WOLF PACK
SHATTERSTIGER HOPES

WOMAN'S CLUB TO
GIVE POTTERY EXHIBIT
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thing in all the earth. It overcomes by yielding. It disarms
and subdues. It wins its way where all else would fail. Utter
selfishness always defeats itself, and this it does, in part, by
setting all others at war with us.
We commend this course in the art of living with others to
the consideration of all our fellows. It is not a course we have
thought of as belonging to the curriculum. It is a course some
~.re taking unconsciously—many only to flunk egregiously—but
"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"
all would be profited by taking it thoughtfully, seriously, and
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college ")urposefully.

legion, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.

Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College,
South Carolina.
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CLEMSON GIRL SCOUT
WINS JFIRST PLACE

A contest was sponsored by the
committee of N. S. D. A. R. and
B,etty Marshall of Troop 1„ Clemson
College, won the first place in the
local and state entries with her essay on "What Constitutes a Good
Homemaker".
Dorothy Chambers
won second place in the local competition,,
Clyde Crawford
third
place and Margaret McCollum was
given an honorable mention.
The three patrols of Troop 1 are
§ now competing in making portfolios
whihc are to contain .the plans for
a home and the furnishings for the
same.
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EDITORIAL
It is to be seriously questioned whether any advantage offered by college life is of greater value than the opportunity it
affords to learn how to get along with one's associates. Of all
arts the most difficult is the "fine art of living with folks", but
it is far and aw;y the most important of all arts. A large part
of thf .-^tisfaction of living has its source in knowing how to
get along with people, getting on in life depends almost entirely
on the aquirement of this art. If we would save ourselves
from much of life's wear and tear, if we would reduce friction
to the end that energy may count for most in actually doing
life's tasks, this matter is of first importance.
Here in college we have a miniature world, made up of all
sorts of folks. Here in the class room, the machine shop, the
barracks, on the parade ground, the athletic field, and the
farm, the discerning student has thrust upon him the challenge
to learn how to live in subjection to those in authority. On
the campus, in our rooms and in the "Y", in the daily and
hourly give and; take, he has the chance to learn the art of
living with his fellows on the plane of equality of position and
privilege. And, the man who does not learn here is going,
to say the least, start life out in a world of deads handicapped
by his inability to deal with men unhindered by fret and strain.
A man may learn all there is in books; he may acquire facility
in doing things by actually doing them, but he will suffer wellnigh irreparable loss if he fails to learn how to live with his
fellows without eternally rubbing them the wrong way.
Some of us are likely to miss altogether this much needed
lesson in spite of all our opportunity. We need first of all to
remember that down under the surface "folks are folks". That
means that we are "all tarred with the same stick", that we are
decended from one father, belong t tohe same family, and that
in us all Adam still lives. This is not simply true as it applies
to the man from north of Mason and Dixon's line, and the man
from the South, but it means that "Wops", "Chinks", and
"Dagoes" under the thin veneer laid on by Age-long conventions and traditions, are just as human as we are. They respond
to the same emotions, are moved by much the same motives,
and react to the same treatment, good or ill, in the same
fashion. It is high praise to say of a man that he is intensely
human and that he has the human touch. A man of that sort
is to be congratulated. Such a gift comes of understanding
ones fellows. To do that we need only to thoroughly understand ourselves.
Another thing we forget, sometimes refuse to believe, is that
the surest way to get is by giving. This is not exactly recommended as a good rule for our athletic teams, and yet, properly
defined it is a good rule for them. The measure of fairness and
manly courtesy that they accord to their opponents will be the
measure in which they shall receive. The Golden Rule made
rital, clothed in flesh and blood, is the most unconquerable

GATORS FORSWEAR COLLEGIATE
CLOTHES
Anyone believing that all college
students wear wide-bottomed trousers, patent leather shoes and other
"collegiate" clothes, need only to
visit the campus of the University
of Florida, according to a late Associate Press report.
A visitor will be more likely to
find a group of serious young men
in overalls, the report states. We
gather that the students dress neatly
and well when occasion demands it,
but the average boy, at the University, is too busy to be bothered by
the extreme niceties of dress.
Now we may not understand his
meaning of "extreme niceties," or
we may not be acquainted with his
use of 'occasions", but it seems
that there might be found at the
University an acute epidemic of laz

iness also.
GA. TECH WINDOW HAS UNIQUE
DESIGN
In the New York Times of Decem
ber 16 there appeared an article describing a huge stained-glass window
symbolizing engineering to be given
by the student body of Georgia
Tech. .to their alma mater.
This
window is to be placed in the new
dining room of that institution.
This is one of the greatest
existing achievements of the art of
glass designing and it tells graphically the history of engineering in the
past, its position at the present, and
ts possibilities in the future. Twenty
feet high and fourteen wide, it will
shed light throughout the greater
part of the room and will be a constant reminder of the ideals of the
school.
In addition to the three figures
symbolizing the progres of engin
eering, the window will contain eleven other figures denoting phases
of modern industry associated with
engineering progress—textiles, commerce,
architecture , engineering,
chemistry, ceramics, and science.
Besides these figures, the design
bears the seal of the institution, the
seal of Georgia, the school monogram, emblems of the Greek-letter
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GET YOUR SLEEP
Authorities at Stephens College,
Columbia, Mo., require 600 co-eds to
take an afternoon siesta every day.
The nap has an appreciable effect
on the scholastic standing of the coeds, according to authorities of the
college.—eutucky Kernel.
We wonder if the scholastic standings at Clemson would not warrant
such an experiment among boys.
Horse-Shoes, Horses
The Tulane Hullabaloo states that
the college cut-ups have gone crazy
over horseshoes. The horseshoe is
made of rubber, and the peg a*
which it is pitched can be set harmlessly in any hallway, so the game
goes on through rainy days and dark
nights.
At Clemson the game that is taking the campus is horses. For those
that have not yet learned this unique
game, the best authority as well
as coaoh, is a member of the chemistry department. Inquire, he will
be glad to assist.
Modest Cadets
An editorial in a recent issue of
.the ""Bull Dog" made the assertion
that no other institution of learning
in the United States possesses college spirit to the degree found at
The Citadel.—The Va. Tech.
We fear that Clemson men can
not agre with this.

SHAVES
MESSAGES

PIKE & PATTERSON BAREBR SHOPS
SLOAN'S ARCADE

BARRACKS NO. 1
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fraternities at Georgia Tech, and
symbols of the Army, Navy, literature, and athletics.
The process of the making of thia
testimonial was very elaborate and
it shoudl stand as a lasting monument to the love that the student
body of Georgia Teoh bears her.
—The Cadet (V. M. I.).

Official College Book
Supply Store
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MAKCH

A NEW LOT OF PENNANTS
A NEW AND PRETTIER
CLEMSON SEAL

SHEAFFER PENS
PARKER PENS
SKRIP INK
LEFAX AND OTHER LOOSE LEAF- NOTE BOOKS
OPEN SUNDAYS

L C. Martin Drug Co., Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Manager
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members are to be received into the
club. The reason for receiving only
six members is to have these men
trained in Hi Y work before the
club is opened to the whole school.
The meeting .then adjourned until
the next Saturday, this being the
the day for the meetings until
other plans can be aranged.
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VESPER SERVICE

Professor Burton of Seneca was
the speaker at the regular Vesper
Service Sunday night. He opened
his talk with the following words
taken from St.. Matthew: "He .that
endureth to the end shall at last
be saved". Professor Burton enumerated three reasons why we should
not become discouraged in life.j The
first of these was that the temptations of life that we meet up with
are not sent to us as individuals.
God has not singled us ouL but has
subjected us all to these numerous
temptations. Moses was tempted for
more than forty years but he had
faith in God and came out somewhat successful in the end.
The second reason was that we
live only one day at a time. If we
should see all the obstacles that are
in store for as we should moTe than
likely be ready to give up. If sorrows happened all at once we would
be crusihed.
The third reason was that everytime one overcomes a temptation he
is made the stronger to meet the
next temptation. Professor B,urton
concluded with the words, "Lo, 1
am with you always, even unto the
end of the earth." God is with us
always to give us help and comfort
when we are in need of them.
There are three kinds of people
in the world — the WILLS the
WONTS and the CANTS. The first
accomplish everything, the second
oppose everything, and the third
fail in everything.
Y. M. C. A. OFFICERS
Immediately following
Vesper
Service on Sunday evening, March
3rd, the annual election of new Y.
M. C. A. officers was held. Nominations were made for a President,
Vice-^president, and Recording Sec
retary from the aetivc members of
the ' Y." The finals of the nominations resulted as follows: Persident,
L. O. Clayton; Vice-president, J. S.
Carpenter; and Recording Secretary,
D. C. Hudgens.
The young men who were elected
liave already proved to be competent
and to have the ability to fill their
respective positions. They have been
active members of the "Y" since the
time that they began their college
career at Clemson, and they fully
understand the responsibilities and
duties of their work. Wise judgment was shown in the selection of
these men to carry on the program
given by the "Y" for the benefit of
the camp as people and cadets. Let,
us all cooperate and make this work
grow.
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"Times is terrible," said Uncle
Alf, ' here I spent two years learning to read, and now comes those
durn talkin' pitchers and it ain'l
necessary."

ternational relations. We have recently taken one or two steps forward in this respect, but much still
remains to be done fOT the acquirement of world peace, and it would
indeed be a red-letter event if the
American people would decide .to
take the thought of Christ of "Peace
on earth and good will to men" and
apply it to our relations with the
rest of the world.
"It's no use to grumble and complain; It's just as cheap and easy
to rejoice, When God sorts out the
weather
and sends
rain—Why,
rain's my choice."
GET GOING
Two New York commuters of the
richer sort got on the train for their
Long Island homes. They scorned
the front cars. They didn't want to
mix and mingle with the "hoipoloi".
Getting themselves comfortably ensconed in their chairs, they began
to read their papers. | Presently a
trainman came through the car and
roughly commanded,
'Get out of
this car into the car forward." The
commuters lifted their eyebrows and
eyed the man with utter scorn while
they icily replied, "We will not!"
This was repeated again with just a,
bit more iciness and scorn on the
part of the commuters. After a few
moments, pust past the time when
the train should have been pulling
out, the trainman stuck his head in
the door and repeated his command
the third time. Again the curt re
tort. Whereupon the trainman shouted back, "Well, stay here then. This
car ain't hooked to nothing and it
ain't goin' nowhere."
Too many of us are like the
commuters. We are comfortably at
ease in a car that "ain't hooked to
nothing" nor "going anywhere."
We are simply lolling around in the
hopes that the crowd we are with
is hooked to something and will take
us along. For our lives often we
have no set purpose, no vital dynamic
urge
drive
us
onward.
John Wesley the great Founder of
Methodism, was so fired with the desire to be going somewhere that he
rose every morning at four to be at
the task. He got going and he kept
going and he GOT somewhere. Are
we tied to anything. Are we really
going somewhere? And what is teh
"somewhere" we are headed for?
If our purpose is just to finish out
our time at college and go back to
a life of no improvement, no mental
or spiritual stimulus, no growth of
mind or soul,, then after all we are
hooked to nothing and we are NOT
going anywhere. Ideals of Growth
and Service are held out before us
daily in college.
Let's get our
hearts hooked to one of them and
let's GET GOING!
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SHOES

Florsheim $9 — Walk Over $7—Army Shoes $5
Other Oxfords $5.00

Standard line merchandise at money-saving
prices. New shipment Clemson Pennants and Pillow Tops cheap.
Our goods are first-class and the prices are lower
than other stores.

"Judge" Keller

For 34 years a booseter for Clemson.
ex-student in business here.

Oldest
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This Smoke
Aids Artist
To Nab ideas
Independence, Mo.
June 24, 1928.
Larus & Brother Co.,
Richmond, Va.
Dear Sirs:
Perhaps you would like to know in
just a word or so how I am in partners
with Edgeworth in a business way.
By profession I am a cartoonist,
who you probably know is called upon
to create new ideas. While this is
ranked as the hardest part of the profession, I have proved it may easily
be mastered, if a person will but
recline in any easy chair, light a pipe,
and live with imaginative persons in
the aromatic smoke clouds that will
soon fill the room. Edgeworth has
given me more ideas than any other
brand of tobacco, so I "married" my
pips to it quite a while ago. The result
lias been wonderful. The more you
use Edgeworth, the more you crave
it—not as a drug, but as a wholesome
pleasure.
Complimenting the standard quality (which means more than the words
signify) of Edgeworth, I am a devoted
and profound user.
Yours very respectfully,
James W. Bright

I can supply you with most any color of

COLLEGE CRUSHER

THE PRICE
IS

$1.50

MY NEW SHIRTS ARE DANDIES. SEE THEM
SPORT SHOES ON THE WAY—PRICE $7.50
KEEP IN TOUCH WITH

HOKE SLOAN
HE WATCHES COLLEGE STYLES

Extra High Grade

Smoking Tobacco

\V
AA

i ,y
Delicious and Refreshing

PAUSE 4KJ>
OF COURSE. IT'S NO
FAIR PLAYING THE
PROCTOR AND SPYING
OUT SUCH A DELICATE
SITUATION AS THIS.
BUT THEN, WE'RE
NO PROCTOR.
AND WE CAN
RESIST ANYTHING
BUT TEMPTATION.

GOOD WIXL
Hi-Y CLUB MEETS AGAIN
The Hi-Y Club of the CalhounClemson High School held its second meeting Saturday, March 2nd.
Three of the officers were present.
They were Keller, Hutchinson, and
Eaton.
This meeting kas confined
strictly to business, such as discussing plans for the admission of new
members and the outlining of a
constitution.
It was decided to
have the constitution completed by
next Saturday, and also an outline
program of the coming year's work.
On Saturday, March 16, six new

A*A A^k. AT^ J&* *^A AT*. A^fc ^k i>tfc J^k ^A. A^. J&±- -*^-*- -*^-*- -*i

SHOES

There are no failures!
Each reverse wemeet along life's
road,
WANT AD in the Hood River,
Is only a stepping-stone
That bears us onward and upward Oregon News: WANTED—Reliable
orchard man for steady job. Don't
under our load.
havemore than two children if you
COUNTRY'S GREATEST NEED iS can help it.

Asked recently by a leading newspaper of the country for his opinion
as to the best opportunities now
open to America for advancement of
the interests of the country along
lines most beneficial tothe people as
a whole as well as the improvement
of international relations, Mr. Edward Bok, well known publicist and
peace opponent, said:
"I cannot imagine a greater advance for the Americamn people
than to become more internationally
minded, and focus their thoughts
on an improvement of present i"~

AT^,

OVE»J

All of which goes to prove (if
we may be excused for saying so)
that the pause that refreshes is the
sanest temptation which millions
ever succumbed to. And to these
same millions die pause that rereshes has come to mean an icecold Coca-Cola. Its tingling,
delicious taste and cool after-sense
of refreshment have proved that
a little minute is long enough for
a big rest any time.
The Coca-Cola Co., Atlanta, Ga.

MILLION
X DAY

/ YOU CAN'T BEAT THE
PAUSE THAT REFRESHES
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Jay Adams—How about a date
for Friday night?
Goofy—Sho, if you willl bring a
boy for my gal friend.
Jay pointing to Prof. Tate's chariot)—There they are.
Take your
choice.
Goofy (looking at Hog Player)—I
will take that handsome boy sitting
on the back of the car.
Goofy (seeing Pinckney Cobb)
No, on second thought I'll take the
SARG, the one with the John Blown
belt on.

(Joke With a Point)
Patron—Say, there is a needle in
my soup.
Waiter—Typographical error, sir.
Should be noodle.
' Pap" Timmerman was showing a
picture of his "broad".
Huh, I thought you said she was>
good lookin!
"Well, she is," admitted ' Pap".
"But you see, she's sitting down in
this picture.

The Paul Revere of Petters
Women will never be happy until
Alice—Do you believe Elsie is de- they can be bald headed too.
ceitful?
May—I'll say so! She's the sort
Dances 'N' Everything Up-to-Date
who kisses her best friend and then
DANCE
spreads a report of halitosis.
From 9 till 12 P. M.
Westminister, S. C.
Goofy Geddings—Is Dr. Taylor Cheswell Hall
Funeral Directors. Prompt Ambuvery old?
Goofy Graves—Must be. He said lance service
he once gave Shakespeare courses.
Sign in Cemetery: "Persons are
prohibited from picking flowers from
any but their own graves."
Book Salesman—Pardon me, Sir,
"but can I interest you in a copy of
our book, "Tobacco Habit Cured in
Thirty Days"?
Henpeck—No, but I'll call my wife.

There's the Rub
Caller—Look here, I want to see
you about this paragraph announcing my resignation from the Chamber of Commerce.
EditOT—B,ut it's quite true, isn't
it?
Caller—Quite. But I should like
you to explain wihy you've printed
it under 'Public Improvements'!

Fiddler—The leading lady seems
Biggs—How does your Mother-into have a break in her enunciation
law stand the heat?
this evening.
Jiggs—'I don't know; she's only
Orchestra Leader—Say, you keep
been dead two days.
your eyes on your music.
Cholly—Let's go in here, sweets,
Smoking 'Em Out?
they have red hot mushrooms.
Two
small
boys, staring in a barMolly—Aw, we might as well go
home.
Mom'll let us have tho ber shop window of London, earnestly looked on as the barber went
parlor.
over his customer's hair with a
T don't mind the licking," sobbed singeing torch.
"Blymey, Bill" one of the ejacuthe little girl, "but I thought it was
lated,
".he's looking for 'em wiv a
cowardly to do it behind my back."
light!"
Telephone operators should work
'Well, in conclusion," said "Stit"
eight hours and sleep eight hours—
Wilson in his address, "here's to the
but not the same eight hours.
ladies—God dress 'em."
He—Do you really think there is
Hubby—I miss the old cuspidor
danger in kissing?
She—Wait till I go listen and since it's gone.
Wife—You missed it before—that
see if papa is asleep or not.
is why it's gone.
One in Favor of the Women
It is said that the reason for
Force of Habit
woman's being created after man is
Lucy sure is a nice girl.
because the second edition is usually
Yeh, so nice .that when she dreams
more correct.
of auto rides she walks in her sleep.
Oh, lor the Life of a Milkman
Trollie Lollie says it was very
hard for Paul Revere to complete
his Tide because he passed lots of
houses where they'd forgotten to
pull down the shades.

Scotch Birthday Card: "B,irthday
greetings, lassie, Merry Christmas
too; Happy New Year; Easter gladness—All; I speed to you.
Incidentally, 'Twould be fine if you'd
be my valentine."

Call the Bouncer
It was a
lecture about the
modern women—by one of them.
"Do you know," she cried to her
audience, "that our present style of
sensible clothing has reduced accidents on trains, trains and buses by
at least 50 percent!"
She paused to let this sink in,
Flora—She makes the fourth girl
when a male voice from the rear
to return Jack's diamond.
Dan—That must be one of .those boomed forth—
' B,ut why not do away with acrolling stones that gather no moss.
cidents altogether?"
Optimistic
The sad-looking man stopped at
the lunch-counter and said: "Five
ham sandwiches, please."
' Will you eat them here or take
them away?" asked the counter man.
"I hope to do both," was the reply.

Still working for the same people?
Mistress (to new maid)—Nora,
Sure—wife and four kids.
you don't seem to know about finger
bowls. Didn't they have them where
Sisms of the Times
you worked last?
Conductor—Cant you see the sign
Nora—No, ma'm; they mostly
'No Smoking'?
washed themselves afore they came
Sailor—Sure, Mate, that's plain to the table.
enough.
B,u.t there are so many
dippy signs here. One says 'Wear
The honey-moon is over when the
Brown's Corsets'. So I ain't payin' nother-in-law comes to stay for a
no attention to any of them.
month.

T
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Of wide interest are the wedding
plans of Miss Margaret Sadler and
Mr. A. B. Bryan. Many lovely parties have been given this popular
young couple. Thursday evening of
last week Miss Sadler and Mr. Bryan were honor guests at a dinner
party given "by Dr. and Mrs. E. W.
Sikes. A lovely yellow color scheme
was carried out in decorations of ♦♦♦
jonqqulis and other flowers. The
central decoration of the table was
formed by a plateau of jonquils.
Twelve were present to enjoy the
FREE TRAINING SCHOOLS
4>
hospitality of Dr. and Mrs. Sikes.
Men who are selected to fill field positions with this Company have the advantage of thorough training in the princiMiss Janie Sloan entertained at.
ples and functions of insurance.
bridge Friday evening in honor of
There MAY be a place for YOU in our organization after
Miss Margaret Sadler and Mr. A. B.
graduation. Let's get acquainted. Address
Bryan.
After the. game delicious
W. Caswell Ellis, Vice-President & Agency Manager
refreshments were served.
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Miss Margaret Sadler was the
Organized. 1905
honor guest
Saturday
afternoon
C. O. MILPORD, President
Greenville, S. C.
Old Line Life Insurance with low cost GUARANTEED—
when Mrs. W. B. Aull entertained
Not Estimated
at bridge. The house was bright
with spring flowers.
After the ^L* A ^ ^^rw^A-^^r^^t-^Jjh^^^^^h^^hA^h^^^&^^A^^w^^w^rw^ +9 ▼^ ^ A <^~^^^^r^^^
bridge game
the
hostess served
tempting refreshments.
Dr. and Mrs. D. W. Daniel were
hosts on Saturday evening, February twenty-third, at a progressive
dinner party in compliment to Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Ramseur of Newry.
Red roses and red carnations were
effectively used in the decorations
in the library, drawinug room, hall,
and dining room where tables wera
placed for dinner. A seven-course
dinner was served to twenty-four
guests.
The Senior dance given Friday
evening was one of the most enjoyable dances of the season. The
decorations were elaborate and artistic. The music was furnished by
the Carolina Buccaners.
Mrs. W. H. Washington and Mrs.
Night Phone 83-J
Telephone 34-W
Warner have isued invitations to a
tea on Friday afternon of this week.
The Presbyterian Auxiliary gave a
most enjoyable party Monday afternoon in compliment to Miss MarHARRIS OILS—QUAKER STATE OIL
garet Sadler at the house of Mrs.
SILVERTOWN TIRES, TUBES AND REPAIRING
Sidney Crouch.
The Methodist Missionary Society
WASHING AND GREASING
held its regular monthly meeting at
the Methodist church Monday afternoon. After the program and business session a most enjoyable social hour was held in compliment
to the young women of the MethoSpring is the time for Love. Well, its not so bad
dist church.
for other seasons either. Lovej hides faults. We
The Episcopal Auxiliary met on
Love to correct mistakes. If you find any fault
Monday with Mrs. Roderick and
with our cleaning and pressing or[ shoe repairing or material
used, we will love to correct it.
the Baptist Society met with Mrs.
We are also agents for HUBBARD DRY CLEANING CO.
Littlejohn.
The
ladies of the campus are invited to bring their dresses;
Bishop Kirkman G. Finlay, foror shoes and consult ;any matter with Mrs. Pearl Taylor, manmerly rector of the Episcopal church
ager of this 'plant. Her hours are from 8 to 6.
at Cleinson, will conduct services
TIGER PRESSING CLUB AND SHOE SHOP
in that church Friday evening ot
this week at 7:30 o'clock.
MRS. PEARL TAYLOR, Manager
<
Dr. D. W. Daniel addressed the
Farmer's" Institute at Durham, N. ♦J^^J^**^^*^^^v*^
*<>♦:♦<♦<>♦>
C, Friday and the Merchant's Association at Raleigh, N. C, Friday isBigsaggigjgHaigiagiassii^
evening of last week.
Professor B,. H. Johnstone has
been confined to his home for a
week on account of illness.
Professor A. G. Holmes has been
indisposed this week.
WELCOME TIGERS
Miss Margaret Sadler has gone
to Rock Hill for a stay of one week.
Miss Mary Bryan of Converse
1
College visited her father, Mr. A.
K,
a
B. Bryan, recently.
1
A PLACE TO EAT THAT'S DIFFERENT
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Parker-Anderson \
The Clothers

|

ANDERSON, S.C

|

SMITH'S SERVICE STATION
SINCLAIR GASOLINE AND OIL
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TOASTEE SANDWIGH SHOPS

1

PREACH MARCH 8
ISHOP FINLAY TO
The Lenten service at the Episcopal c.-iurch for Friday, March *
will be of unusual interest to Clemson people, for Bishop Findlay, so
well known and loved by the campus people will preach. The Glee
Club will sing the offertory. The
hour of the sefvire has been
changed from 8:00 to 7:30.
xis
always all visitors are cordially welcome. The remaining Lenten services will be as follows:
March
March
March
March

8—Bishop Findlay.
15—Rev. Geo. F. Rogers.
2 2—M. 8. Taylor.
29—-Union service.

GREENVILLE

ANDERSON
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J. 0. PIKE DRUG COMPANY

T
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HOLLINGSWORTH'S CANDIES, CONKLIN 1
FOUNTAIN PENS, COLLEGE SUPPLIES 7
T
"Service With Courtesy"

IT

1

."Successor to JOE SLOAN
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BOOKS ATJHE LIBRARY
Below is a list of books recently
added to .the College Library.
FICTION
Author
Bflok
Bailey—Peacock Feathers
Bercovici—Singing Winds: stories of
gipsy life
Pibesco—Catherine-Paris
Bojer—The New Temple (sequel to
The Great Hunger;
onzales—The Black Border; Gullah stories of the coast
arris—Flapper Anne
.innigerode—Cordelia Cantrell; a
romance of Charleston and Richmond of old.
rites—The Gypsy
NON-FICTION
Butterworth—The
Parent-Teacher
Association and Its Work
Byrd—Skyward
Crane—Concrete B,uilding Construction
Daggett—Principles of Inland Transportation
Daneker—The Romance of Georgia
Marble
Fraser—Motor Vehicles and Their
Engines
Glover—"Dame Curtsey's" Art of
Entertaining for All Occasions
Hector—Principles of Modern Radio Receiving
Johnsen—Cabinet Form of Government (Debate outline)
Johnsen—Federal and State Control
of Water Power (Debate outline)
Lawrie—Textile Microscopy
Lowell—John Keats
Maurois—Disraeli; a picture of the
Victorian age
Meyer—The Elements of Hydrology
Millay—Renascence, and other poems
Muller—Installment Buying (Debate
outline)
Newman—Evolution, genetics and
eugenics
Page^Modern Aircraft
Pechkoff—The Bugle Sounds, life
in the Foreign Leigon
REFERENCE
Crane—A Guide to the Literature
of Chemistry
Dyke—Dyke's Automotobile and Gasoline Engine Encyclopedia
Flemming—An Encyclopedia of Textiles from the Earliest Times to
the Beginning of the Nineteenth
Century
Machinery's Encyclopedia
March—Thesaurus Dictionary
Stejneger—A Check List of North
American Amphibians and Reptiles
Van Hoesen—Bibliography, practical,
enumerative, historical

CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
PALMETTO
The Palmetto Literary Society
held its regular meeting last Thursday evening.
The society was called to order
by the president, H. L. Shands, and
lead in prayer by D. C. Hudgens,
chaplain. The newly elected third
term officers were then given the
oath. The roll was called and the
minutes read by secretary J. W.
Patterson.
J. F.
Hawkins then
gave a report on certain changes in
the By-Laws and Constitution.
F. B. Pollard opened .the program
with an interesting impromptu on
"The Southern Conference Basketball Tournament". O. H. McDaniel
followed with some good jokes, then
came the debate. The query was,
"Resolved That Substitution Should
be Adopted for Trial by Jury". G.
H. Wise and C. P. Hogar.th debated
for the affirmative while the negative was upheld by J. F. Webb and
F. E. Henson. After a spirited discussion, the judges decided in favor
of the affirmative.
O. B,. Johnson was voted in and
given the oath of membership.
The program for the next meeting
was read, which concluded the program.

TIG*R

When a Feller Needs a Friend
Miss Julia Hook entertained a
number of friends delightfully at a
dinner party at the Clemson Hotel
on Friday evening, February 22, in
compliment to Miss Margaret Sadier, who was guest of honor.
Prof, and Mrs. Franklin Sherman
entertained a number of young ladies and gentlemen on Friday evening,, Feb. 22, for their son, Dallas
£,. Sherman, in celebration of hi©
twenty-first birthday.
Miss Virginia Fleming of Augusta who was a week-end guest here
last week of Miss Cornelia Graham,
was guest of .honor at an enjoyable
bridge party on Saturday evening,
Febb. 23„ given by Miss Graham.
Miss Margaret Sadler was hostess
to the Book Club at its regular
meeting on Wednesday evening,
Feb. 27, at the home of Mrs. D.
H. Henry.
Miss Dorothy Soloman of Converse college was a week-end visitor at Clemson with Miss Mary
Leighton Mills.
POST-WINTER DANCE
GAY AND COLORFUL
(Continued from page 1)
Weeks; MiE.s Louise Anthony of
Spartanburg, with Cadet "Billy''
Kline; Miss Isabelle Byers of the
University of South Carolina with
Cadet 'Runt" Barfleld; Miss Amye
Sloan of the Campus with Cadet S.
T. McDowell; Miss Eleanor Duncan
of Greenville with Cadet Sap Meetes;
Miss Frances Sadler of Rock Hill,
with Cadet Joe Adams; Miss Sara
Williams of Rock Hill with Cadet
Dukes Wright; Miss Mary Purneli
of Charlotte with Cadet "Billy" Redfern; Miss Cortez Howard of Greenville with Cadet A. N. B.ozeman;
Miss "Dell" Buford of Atlanta with
Cadet "Stick" Mcarley; Miss "Lib"
Thompson of Columbia with Cadet
Bill Patterson; Mass Mary Loper of
Greenville with Cadet John League;
Miss '"Tony" Green of Greenville
with Cadet "Jodie" Hawkins; Miss
Jean Jones of Greenville with Cadet
Tom Anderson; Miss Doris Jeffries
of Gaffney, with Cadet S. E. Whitten; Miss Jean Klugh of the campus
with Cadet Jim B.utler; Miss Marion
Barbare of Monroe, N. C. with Cadet George Childress; Miss Jessie
Morris of Monroe, N. C. with Cadet
"Red" Davis; Miss Inez Graham of
Spartanburg with Cadet F. E. Clary;
Miss Robbie Harris of Greenville
with Cadet "Jim" Kennedy; Miss
"Lib" McLendon of Bishopville with
Cadet L. O. Hinson; Miss Isabel Sims
of Spartanburg with Cadet Herbert
Moore; Miss B.etty McLeod of Augusta with Cadet C. T. Wise; Miss
"Lib" Deason of Columbia with
Cadet Tom Milford; Miss Lola Miller
of Laurens with Cadet O. D. Padgett; Miss Georgia Mae Green of
Greenville with Cadet George Durst;
Miss B.etty Adams of Belton with
Cadet A. R. Sherard; Miss Myrtle
Brown of Anderson with Cadet J. N.
Davis; Miss Mary Earle of Greenville with Cadet Hinson.

\oO WANT To CROSS THS:
STREET, BUT '.ZVMI.S-5-SHCOf^cfc A CAR. THIS VUAY -

FINALLY

YOU GET OP ALL YOUR

COURAGE

WB START ACROSS

-

REWARD
$1000 Reward Offered for Murder
of Professor.
Mansfield (Ohio) Journal

Reason Enough
Coach Guyon—Good Lord, Torchia, your chest measurement has
increased four inches since yesterday.
Torchia—Last night I met a man
Sign on Co-ed's slicker: As Wo who was acquainted with a sister of
one of Lindbergh's cousins.
Show, So Shall Ye Peep.

' Get hot, sweet thing," »»id the
She was only a multi-millionairt'i
coffee
as the sugar tumbled In.
daaghter, but what chex appeal!

AND

COMES

" 2wiS-S-S A CAR

THAT

By BRIGGS

SH"
WAY

AMD RIGHT IKI THE MIDDLE
BEGIN TO COUGH-

YOLI

THEN TWO coMe ALQNG
FROM OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS

-AND

WMV DoMT YOL) *—( ALL RIGHT;
^
SMOKE OLD GOLDS I
OFFICER, GET
MISTIER AND NOT! ME OJT OP
Be BALLING up THE IHIS AND I
PROMISE —
COUGH

i

,,, not a cough in a carload
On your Radio ...OLD GOLD PAUL WHITEMAN HOUR
. . . Paul Whiteman, King of Jazz, and his complete orchestra, broadcasts
the OLD GOLD hour every Tuesday from 9 to 10 P. M., Eastern ?.
Standard Time, over entire network of Columbia Broadcasting System.

Generating Brain Power
BRAIN power, not horsepower, is the
chief operating requirement of the
electrical industry.
This requirement must be continuously
anticipated to provide leaders for the
future. Accordingly, each year, more
than 400 picked college graduates come
to the General Electric Company for
a post-graduate course in electrical
science.

You will see this
monogram on the
powerful motors of an
electric locomotive
and on the convenience outlet where you
plug in a floor lamp—
always and everywhere it is a safe
guide to electrical
quality and dependability.

With a faculty including inventors and
engineers of international distinction,
something more than electrical knowledge is imparted to these young men.
Here they also find inspiration which
prepares them for leadership in this
electrical age.
95-637DH

GENERAL ELECTRIC

OBNERAL

/

ELECT RIC

COMPANY,

SCHENECTADY,

I

»

j

© P. Lorillard Co., Esl. 1760

Prof. Tate—A-a-a-ah, Graham, did
you say DAMN?
Louis Graham—No, sir, but 1
came DAMN near it.
Why?
Doctor Godfrey (in astronomy
class)—and many of the stars are
bigger than the Earth.
Laird Anderson—Please, Doctor,
why don't they keep off the rain,
then?
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RATS SNAP OUT OF IT
TO DEFEAT ERSKINE

, ' "~T '—;
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■ Warning
They said if there's anything in ».
Niece—-I shall be in no hurry to: man, travel will bring it out.
marry.
You tell 'em I found that out
Maiden Aunt—I am a result of
on my first day at sea.
•that same sentiment.

Newboys Win Exciting Game
From Seceder Frosh

BY-j^tB^fL^SlISH °\^ fer^
And N. C. State beat Clemson 31 to 28 but not before we had
walloped that Golden Tornado of Ga. Tech 30 to 26. Maybe
we didn't last so long in the Conference Tournament but we
certainly howled while we were there—And How??
Josh and his boys did their best—and that was not quite good
enough—N. C. State was superior—here's to the Wolfpack—
we take off our hat and at the same time wish you the best o?
luck in your remaining games. We would like to have won—
but we didn't'—so to ourr conquerors—God speed—and may
atheletics ever remain at the high plane of sportsmanship as
has been evident in the past between us and all of our other
atheletic foes.
There is always a next year in everything—so to the Captainelect, Bob Jones goes our best wishes—and say Bob just keep
up what's started and there'll never be a worry about next year.
Our boxers didn't fare so well—Captain Torchia being the
only man to place—taking off second honors in his class—but
boxing is in its infancy yet and with such a likely bunch of
Rats and Sophs for next year—we again say, next year, maybe?
And now we say good night to
boxing and basketball—and move
on to track and baseball-—And????
—Say I forget what this last sport
is called but anyway any of the
Juniors, Sophomores, or Rats can
explain it to you—And from now
till the end of the semester that
will he the most popular sport at
Clemson—the season is on—remember—just one a day—for further
information see Gator Farr.
Rain! Rain! an' more Rain, let
it pour—more rain! More rest—
but we offer a remedy for that—
install a Naval Reserve unit at
Clemson—surely there would be no
lack of water.
And thus I bring to a. close
another gas attack—take off the
masks and breatne free air again
till next week—be good—careful.

N. G. UNIVERSITY WINS
BOXING TOURNAMENT
Cemson Fails to Send a Man
to the Finals
At the Southern Conference boxing tournament held last Friday and
Saturday at the University of Vir- j
ginia, Clemson's fighting pugs faileel to send a man through to the
finals,
The University of North
Carolina Tar Heels by virtue of
their aray of first and second
places clinched the meet for the
second time in as many years.
Florida was next with 13.5 points,
The Tiger boxers placed seventh.
Several knockouts furnished plenty
pep for the 3,000 spectators.
The Tiger pugs survived the opening bouts to
enter
the qqarter

CLEMSON BASKETEERS
CLOSE STATE SEASON
Win Final Game From P. C.
to Tune of 38-17
The Clemson five continued its
winning streak at the expense of
the Presbyterian Blue Stockings
Tuesday night by defeating them 38
to 17. The game was all Clemson's
from beginning to end, though P. C.
showed several spurts of good basketball.
The B.lue Socks tallied
first by sinking a free goal in the
first minute of play. Their joy was
shortlived, however, for the Tigers
piled up ten points before the Clinton
lads finally managed to shoot a field
goal. The score stood 14 to 6 at
the half.

finals.
These were Buster Coin
and Joe Hallman.
Joe won his
bout handily from Hart of Virginia
by the judges' decision.
Coin in
the heavy weight division slaughter.
ed his man, Millen of Virginia, ten
seconds after the opening of the
second round. Below is a summary
of the Tiger fights.
Fishburne, Cavilier bantam, defeated Jack McCauley of Clemson
via the decision route.
Hallman
had more luck and outpointed Hart
of Virginia.
Gassaway, Clemson
welterweight, lost a very close decision to Millard, Duke.
Captain
Torchia drew a whirlwind from
Sunny Orleans and lost after throe,
rounds of the fastest fighting in
the tournament.
Meriwether, Tu
lane lightweight, won over Whitiock, Clemson, by a technical knockout one minute and fifty seconds
after the start of the second round.
Marsailes, Florida, defeated Odom,
Clemson.
This bout was decided
by the towel route.
Bus Coin
knocked out Millen of Virginia with
a right slam to the jaw.
In the semi-finals, Wolfe the
Gamecock heavy won the judges'
decision over Buster Coin.
Hallman also lost his to Rusel of Georgia by the decision route.
Seven new champs fought their
way up to the heights to be crowned kings of their respective weights.
They are—Martin, Duke, bantamweight; O'Connell, Florida, featherweight; Allen, North Carolina, lightweight; Hass, Tulane, middleweight;
Pattie, Virginia Polytechnic instltute, light heavyweight; and Wolfe
South Carolina, heavyweight.
All championship bouts were won
on three round decision.
In the second half Cody's boys
snapped out of it an showed a much
better brand of basketball than
they had at first. They seemed to
find the basket with greater ease,
and there was marked improvement
in the passing attack. P. C. sent
in numerous subs during this half,
but was unable to get a combination
on the floor that could cope with
the up-and-coming Tigers. The Jun.
galeer high scorers of the fray were
Ted Crain and Captain Odell. Hewitt entered the game in the second
half and gave a mighty good account
of himself.
This was the last game of the
season for the Tiger quint, and
brought the total of wins in the state
to nine games. Winning nine games
in the state and losing five is not
sucTi a bad record after all, especially -hen we consider the bum start
Josh's boys got.

Smoky Harper's protegees came
out of a slump last Tuesday night,
and wrenched a 35 to 25 victory
from the Erskine new-boys.
The
contest was close throughout, and
neither outfit seemed to have an
edge until the last part of the game.
It was in this part of the game that
the Tiger squad forged ahead and
made victory certain.
In the first half the lead shifted
from one side to the other, and .the
score was tied a number of times.
The Seceders semed to have more
luck with their shots in this half
than Smoky's boys did. They made
some beautiful shots without even
looking at the basket.
This was
too good to last very long though,
and when Caldwell and Smith settled
down to steady work, the situation
immediately began to change. Those
two boys know where the old baskets are located and that's no joke.
The Due West lads had Caldwell
spotted, but this did not keep him
from sinking shots at regular intervals.

COLLEGE GARAGE
J
1 "HELP FOR THE HELPLESS" |
DAY AND NIGHT SERVICE ON ANY MAKE CAR
W. K. MOORE, Manager
PHONES
Day—77-J
Night—77-W
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GET THOSE SHOES READY FOR THE BIG
INSPECTION.
WE SPECIALIZE IN SHOE REPAIRING.
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

DILLARD SHOE SHOP
II
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An empire hung on that strap
THE hitch must be right, the pack must
be tight. On details such as that hung
the attainment of the day's goal and the final
success of the expedition.
Lewis and Clark, first Americans to cross
the continent, knew the importance of
"trifles" in the concerted plan. They saw to
it their equipment was right, they supervised
every step from man-power to pack-horse-

power, they applied sure knowledge and
constant vigilance to their task.
Today's leaders in business have the same
point of view.
Men in the Bell System, exploring new
country, take infinite pains in preparation.
They work toward the smooth coordination
of engineering, manufacturing, warehousing,
accounting, finance, public service.

BELL SYSTEM
A nation-wide system of inter-connecting telephones
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